
Coates secures a very fine performance on genuinely heroic lines. The first and last movements are, I think, the most successful, and 
these really thrilled me. The fai lure of the oboes to bring out the main theme of the Fin,1/eis unfortunate, but it is, after all, a minor 

blemish, and these tricky instruments more than atone for it by their exemplary behaviour in the Funeml M,1rch. There is a slight 
tendency in the records (as in many concen perfonnances) for the strings to overbalance the wood-wind (this is intended more as a hint 
to the company than as a criticism), and there is one bad join - at the end of the second side, where we want another chord badly. But 
this is cenainly the best Eroirn I have heard on the gramophone, and it is quite complete. 

"The Beethoven Ce11te11ary" (cxcerpl), P.l., The Gramop /1011e, March 1927 

Producer's Note 

Conventional wisdom maintains that the Historically lnfonned Perfonnance movement rescued Classical-era works from the stodginess 
of big orchestra perfonnances. The present recordings are, perhaps, exceptions that prove the rule. No one could ever accuse Albert 
Coates ( 1882 - 1953) of being stodgy in any repertoire; but his tempi in the works of Mozart and Beethoven stand out particularly in the 

context of most other conductors of his era. 

Coates had previously recorded Mozan's Jupiter Symphony acoustically in 1923 (reissued on Pristine PASC 298), a performance 

whose tempos are, amazingly, even faster than the present electrical remake, although its running time is longer due to the inclusion 
there of the second movement repeat. The lmprcss,mO Overture was the filler side for both versions . Both the symphony and the 
overture were recorded at an August, 1927 session, incongruously separated by excerpts from Die Walkiire and GOttcrdammcrung for 
the " Potted Ring", and the first movement was re-recorded at makeup session two months later. The fact that HMV chose Coates to do 

the electric remake suggests that both they and the public did not find his tempi to be unacceptably outrageous. 

If the tempos of the Jupiter still seem a bit extreme, the Eroica would strike today's sensibilities as perfectly acceptable, with crisp 

execution and an inevitable forward momentum. Coates had already recorded the Beethoven Seventh twice, both acoustically (PASC 
298) and an unpublished early electric, and the Ninth had similarly been done in both acoustic and electric (PASC 296) versions . 
Clearly, HMV looked upon Coates as their "go-to" conductor for this repertoire. It is odd, over a year into electrical recording, to hear 
acoustic-style tuba reinforcement of the bass lines; yet, this practice was to continue even into the Kreisler/Blech Beethoven Violin 

Concerto, recorded in Berlin at the end of 1926. 

A word is in order about the unnamed "Symphony Orchestra" heard in the Beethoven. At the time it was recorded, the London 

Symphony Orchestra was under contract to the rival Columbia label. Coates had been the principal conductor of the LSO from 1919 
to 1922, and he continued to be closely associated with the ensemble. It is likely that the anonymous orchestra is in whole or greater 
pan the LSO. By 1927, the orchestra was under exclusive contract to HMV, and is so credited for the Mozart recordings. 

The quietest shellac sources were used for the present transfers - the best sides from two copies each of prewar US Victor "Z" 
pressings for the Mozart (album M-30) and a late prewar black label Victor reissue (set G-2) of the Beethoven. 
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